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a. **Title**

1. *Name of Survey:* Home Interview Survey: Methodology and Results
2. *Year:* 1990
3. *Geographic Area:* Twin Cities
4. *Investigating Org.:* Metropolitan Council

b. **Principle Investigator**

1. *PI:* Metropolitan Council  
   *Institution Affiliation:* Metropolitan Council

2. *PI:* Institution Affiliation:

c. **Abstract:**

The Home Interview Survey was conducted by mail and telephone county Twin Cities metropolitan area. The goal of the project to recruit 13,700 households from a sample of 30,000 household Samplings of Westport, Oregon. A county-stratification was used to ensure that the numbers of interviewed in a county reflected that county’s proportion of household goals were based on the Metropolitan Council's 1990 Census data became available, the goals were adjusted using a random sample of households drawn from the entire seven- was to complete 9,600 surveys. To achieve this, a goal was set addresses and telephone numbers that were purchased from Survey households initially selected in the sample and also those households in the seven-county area. Initially, the county estimates of households by county. Subsequently, when the 1990 accordingly.

d. **Additional Information:**

e. **Grant/Sponsor Information:**

f. **Data Information**

*Type of Data*

1. *Qualitative or Quantitative?:* Both
2. *Collection Method:* Telephone interview / Mail surveys
3. *Travel Journal kept?:* Yes
4. *Confidential information?:* None
   a) *Pseudonyms?:* No pseudonyms used
5. *Copyright data?:* No
Data Description

1. **Area Studied:**
   The counties of Ramsey, Hennepin, Dakota, Anoka, Washington, Carver, and Scott in Minnesota.

2. **Group studied:**
   Households

3. **Universe of Study:**
   Households within study area

4. **Number of Households:**
   9,746

5. **Number of Entries:**
   98,534

6. **Study Period:**
   6/21/1990 - 12/14/1990

7. **Collection Period:**
   6/21/1990 - 12/14/1990

8. **Data:**
   3 .DBF files – Household, Person, and Trip.

9. **Smallest data unit:**
   Household member

10. **Smallest geo-unit:**
    Census Tract

11. **Sampling Method:**
    Review documentation

12. **Response Rate:**
    91%

13. **Measure Tool:**
    N/A

14. **Weights:**
    Please see page 12 in the documentation for details